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-presented in an effort to.determine the relative standing of the

academic profession mong all professional occupations. The
intormation is comp from self-reported figures of the bureau of

Census survey that pfovides data, on the compomition and economic

status of the total population. Earnings were assessed for a total of

16 occupational groups by geo.graphic location, age, sex,-and race. To
be eligible for the survey respondents were required to have
completed six or more years of college and to have worked full-time

in 1976 in a gobtclassifierby the Census Bureau as "professional.n

The results indicate that college faculty'hs a group earn an attrage
income only slightly below the lean earnings of the total-samprW of

prOfessional occupations. 'when ad1us4d to reflect the specific
effects,of.occupation, the results in'ticate th&t_zpllege faculty earn
approximately $600 less,thain university and-school'administrators.
Relatively small effects on earnings were noted for the race and aex

variables. Scientists,- -engineers, and social scientists did earn

incopes significantly higher than comparable academics. The data are

extensively t.abulated and the methodology explained. (SF)
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A COMPARISON OF PROFESSIONAL EARNINGS BY OCCUPATION - 1976

INTRODUCTION

j This study compares and \lnaf;Tes earnings of'varibus professional

occupations as self-reported to tfile Bureau of -GI* Census surve.y, "Current

Population Survey, March 1977". The primary focus of this analysis is the

cqmparison of the earnin9s of college faculty with the earnings of other

prc4essionalS with Comparable educational backgro nds. T e purpose of

the study is to determine, on the basis of earned incom the relative
,N

standing cif the academic-professio among all professionttl and profession:
:.,.-.3

ally related occupations.

Various analyses have been made of salaries paid to academic versus
0

nonacademic scientists and engineers. l'rominent among these are two studies

which have been conducted or stionsored by federal agencies: Na_t_FT1ILIIEva

oLp_is_a_L__t1976ei (Battelle and ERDA, 1976) and Chaqcteristics of E.,xperL.

a

ienced Scientists and En ineers 1976 (NSF,,,197M, In terms of the specific
4

group of scientists and ngineers, both can offer mOre.detailed analyses due

4 tcythe sgeciffcity of their data bases than the current study can derive

N

from a prescribed data base. NoweVer,, bOth.theAattelle/ERDA apd NSF studies

limit.their definition of earnings to b-asic annual salsaries. This limitation

may have significant impact on the,reportidg of edrnings'of academic scientists'

and engineers id'particular,-since it is likely_that many.4 these academicians

earrrabove base ',"supplemental" income from su

ir

erl research and consultin,g.

In the current study, scientists (and other fa ulty) are-compired with all
, 0

'other professional groups, on the basis of total sbJf-repo1 rted'earnings !

,
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Ilata,/ere obtained from the Bureat4of the CArsUs."Current Population

'qurvely, March 1977" (CPS, 1977). This annual survu provides current data

on the_composition and economic status o4f the total population, based upon

;. a sample which is jocated in 461 sample areas', These.areas comprise 923

counties and independent cities drawn from every state in tt)e country. ,

The survey is designed to provide comprehensive information on the

employment status, occuRption, and industry of every person over age 14 in

a s veyed household'. It also provides information about personal

characteristics: sex, race,,educational background, marital status, and

income..

Fur this study, research.variables consisted of al) personal character

istics varlles, the geographic 'division varIable, personal earnings, and

all Personalemployment variables for respondents meeting the following criteria:

.1. Completed six or more years of college;

. 2. Worked full-tithè in 1976 and at the time of the survey.

(Full-time is defined as 35 or niore hours pee week, 40

or more we'eks per year);

1. Worked in a jo4_class1fied as "Professional and Related" (Census

classification) in both 1976 and.1977.

'Th4 sample was chosen upon the 10s1s of these criteria because only

full-time professional employees were appropriate for comparisons of relative

`earnings. _Furthermore, since the vcupational group, College Faculty, was of

primary interest inrelation to other group$san effort vias made to define the

4ducational level of the otheeirespondents in terms.of hat attained by faculty.

`.
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fhe resulting research sample consiSted of 2405 cases out of,the total,CPS

diginal-sampje of about 100,000.

Definition of Research Variables

For the, purposes of this study a total of 16 occupational groups were .

used. The variable OCCUPATION cohsists of the following categqries, wit))

, the percentage of the total, sample represented by each tn paredtheses:

Accountants (1.6%), Engineers (5.6%), Technicians (2,6%), Managers and

Executives (14.0%), Lawyers and Judges (9.7%)', Librarians and Curators (1.5%),

Stientists-donacademic.(3.0%), Health Practitioners-doctors and related.prd-
flop

fessionals (13.2%), Other-Health Workers - nurses and others (1.9%)., Clergy

and Othex Religious (4.2%),-Social Scientis'ts-nonacademic (2.5%), Social and
I.

Recreation Workers and Counselors (4.0%), College Faculty .(9.9%), School y

Teachers (17.8%), Artists and Entertainers (2.0%), University and School

Administrators (6.7%).

These 16. categories were created by grouping related occupations from

,the detailed list of job titles dnOer the Census heading, "Pwiessional and

Related Occupations". The income variable used in the'following tables is

personal "earnings,for 1976. The variable, EARNINGS, consists of all

reported wages or salary, self-ethp4oyment income and farm income. As haS.

been noted in previous studies based upon Census data, seM-reported income

as reported by the Bureau of the Census fs gene4ll9 lower in amount when com-

pared with other measures of income,(Bowen, 197p). For this reason, Ihe dpllar

amounts cited may not be comparable with other .soul-ces of incom data (i.e., Ladd-

Upset or AAUP for college faculty income). However,_for, the purposes of

this study - earnings comparison among occuational groups - the earnings

-s

reported are assumed 0 be comparable relative-to occupation.

44,
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Other.variables which were taken from the CPS, March 1977 for use in

the current_study are listed below. The percent of the total sample repre-

\sented by each category is indicated in parentheses.

4OGRAPHIC LOCATIO. The location of 'the respondent's residence was

assigned 6 one of the following nine catftgories: Nw Englan-d (7M), Middle

(Atlantic (14.8%), East North Central (16.0%),-West North Central (9.7%),

South Atlantic (13.7%); East South Central (3.8%),1 West South CentrAl

Mountain (9.4%), Pacific.(q.0%),

AGE, The mean age of the saMple is 41.3 years, with an oldest age of

85 and a youngest of 22 (Median - 39.5).

SEX. The sampllicomprises 1,910 (79.4%) men and 495 (20.6%).women.
4

RACE, The three general categorieS defined by this variable are:

White (93.3%)i Black (4.2%), pther (2.6%).

Analysis

,1

The EARNINGS variable was broker down by each of the five control variables:

OCCUPATION, MGRAPHIC LOCATION, AGE, SEX, and"PACE.' The analySis*of variance

procedure employed is documented in Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

/(Nie[et alj ; 1975). With- this pAcedure, the deviation of each group mean from
1

the meak,of the total sample and an "adjusted deviation", representing the-
.

difference between the adjusted mean arid the grand 'Nan,' a e, generated. This

adjusted.ffiean C-epresents an earninO\value which is controlled for other control

variables. In other wOrds, the adjusted mean for any grou shows more specifi-

cally the effects of that group on earnings.without the con unding effects of

the other control variables. Forthis Rresentatii, the valu s best.showing

the effects of each of the control variables mearnings are the adjusted

mean earninbs_valups. Toktbe extent that the group ff,five control .
Variables Accounts for variance in the depencient variatale (in this case, the var-

.

.

lance accounted for is 44.1%), comparison of the adjusIed Means wiIP the grand
1/4....-1

7

.

%

mean (i.e., the adjusted deviation) reflects the'effects of a 9,iven control

. \
\ :

varjable on earnings.
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RESULTS

In Table 1, the mean earnings for each of the occupational groups are
//-

revrted. As shown; College Faculty ranks,ei.ghth.out of 16 occupations in

total personal earnings.

Mean

Table 1

Personal Eai.nings in 1976 by Occupation

Mean Rank STD DEV STO ER

Accountants 21713 4 J1677 1869.8- 3Y

Engineers 24332 5 8320 718.8 134

Technicians 18896 10 7405 933.0 63

Managers & Executives 24718 3 12851 7021:1 335

LaWyers & Judges 28175 2 14356 938.5 234

Librarians & Curators 14277 13 ,4830 816.4 q5

Scientists 21054 7 9379 1105.4 72

Health Practitioners 36187 1 15787- 885.3 318

Health Workers 13634 15 4455 656.9: 46

'Clergy & Religious 10418 16 5177 515.2 101

Social Scientisi 19030 9 . 9225 )1201.0 59

Soc & Rec Wkrs, Counselbrs 15750 11 556Q 567.5 96

College Faculty 19840 8 6990 45.1 237

Schbol Teachers 14982 12 4901 4237.2\ 427

Artists & Entertainers 13995 8980 1309.9 47

Univ & School Admin '21378 6 9134 .719.8 161

WITHIN-TOTAL GROUP 22133 10380 211.7 2404.

Total Cases= 2405'

Missing Cases . 1 or O.o pct.

It must be noted that one of the criteria for sample selection, completion

of six Or more years of college, may have distoried mean ea'rnings for some

of the occupational.grouppo While many of the 16 prof4sional or,relAed

occupational groups in Table 1 do require siX or more years of college, it

is acknowledged:thattnot all require that much education. Additionally,,some

Of the older members of,certain occupatiOns may not have needed as high a
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'level of educational attainment at the,time they entered-their carea'rs as

is currently requii'ed. Since the exclusion of these respondents might

1
result in the omission of a higfieqincome group (associated With a0e). a

comparisOn was made between the chosen sample and a sample selected on

identtcal criteria except for the educational attainment criterion. Table 2

14presents the same occupational categOties and includes the cases shown

Table 1 but Oso includes.respondeAs who attended-(not necessarily com-

,
plated) five or more years of college.

Tab le 2

.Mean Per 1 Earnings in 1976 by Occupation for Research

Sample plus ll CPS'Respondents Who Attended Five or More
Years of College,

Ihilean

Accountants 21798,

Engineers 22842 .

Technicians 18124

Managers & Executives 22878

Lawyers & Judges 27797

Librarians & Cdrators 13716

Scientists 19494

Health Practitioners 34857

Health Workers 13628

Clergy g Religious 10390

Social scientist 18659

Rank STD.DEV STD ER.

5 12865
.,.

. 4 8961

10% 7419,

3 12057

2 14345

13 4723

7 9623

1 16466

15 4906

16 5284

9 8559

Soc & Rec Wkrs, Counselors 15594 11 5950

8 7005

14 4587 .

12 10036

6 8608

, 9799

College Faculty . 19109

Schbl\Teachers
/

13641

Art-ist4 AtEntertainers 15162

Univl School Admin 20376

WITHIN GROUPS TOTAL 20071

Total Cases . 3726

Missing Cases . 1 or 0.0 pct.

1420.7. 8e

566'.8 250

674.5 121

490.2' 605

924,0. 241

. 585.8 65

948.2 103

873.9 355

517.2 90

484.4 119

957.0 80

492.4 146

427.9 268

152.0 909

1115.2 81

594.0 -2/0

160.5- 3725
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From a comPadson of%Tableg41 and 2, it is apparent that for most

occupations, increaed level of educational attainment is assocpted with

increased income. However, the meah and-rank of earnings for .college faculty

rimain essentially the sqme.

Table"3 presents an analjfsis of variance with totalpersonal4brnings

(EARNrNGS)-As the dependent variable and'OOCUPATIO.N., GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION,

AGE, SEX, AND RACE as the'independent or control varlables. As noted,
*

OCCUPATION accounts for the majority of variance explained by these control

variables. The'other control variable which explains ah appreciable amount

of'variance is age.' However,'for, each of the five,control variables, F is

statisticallY significant (p4 .01).

%
Of particular interest in Table.3 are the adjusted mean earnings for

the variable OCCUPATION. Since these values repretent the effect of type

of occupation on earnings without the effects of le respondents'ages,

labtions, sexes and races inherent in the actual mean presented, it is

4-apparent Ahat occupation doe's account foi- at least some of the substantial 1

differences evident among.groups.

Additional)y, the variable AGE shows some effect on.the distribution

of_pe6onal earnings. Mature career years are generally acknowledged to.

e between 40 anct 60 years of age qp,t( these earnings figures agree with

triatc. general assumption. While age ddes not account for a large amount of,

A
the explained varianee (8.0% uniquely), it does have some impact.

rt-



Tabli 3: Total fiNersonall Eirnings.in 1976. Analysis Of Variance
Doe te Occupation, GeographieLocation, Age, 'ex, and Race

Total N*2406

4

.ifJ. 10,11.01n

OCCUtAtigN
e.

Accotintants $21711 $22759 39

Engineers . 24332 23846 134

Technicians 18896 19470 .63

Mallgers and Executives. 24645 . 2374e 336

lawyers and Judges 20176 20009 e34

Librarians and Curators 14277 17053 35

Scientists 21065 21194 72

Health Practitioners 36188 36022 310

Other Health Workers 13635 18125 46

Clergy and Religious 10419 9666 101

Social Scientists 19030 20700 59

Social and Recreation Workers
and Counselors 16751 17204 96

College Faculty 19040 19433 237

School Teachers 14983 16085 427

Artists and EnteApiners 13995 15268 47

University and School Administrators 21378 20023 161

$ of total variance explained by OCCUPATION - 32.5% (24.50
,

A
GEO6APHTC LOCATIONi .

New England $20344 $20669 181

)
Middle Atlantic 24471 23304 355

East North Central 23123 22787 386

.West North Central 20797 21325 234

South Atlanti 23432 23645 330

East South Central 18175 -21864 9,1

gest South Central 20111 20197 192

Mountain 2048 20293 227
,-

Pacific 22400 22837 409
)-

t ot. total IdnOance explained by GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 1.7% (IA%)

AGE ei

20-30 $14782 $15447 429

31-46 ,21372 21420 839

.41-50 25562 25427 603

51-60 ` 26108 25736 394

61-70 23575 23160 128
1

71-85 18055 14440 12 )

% of total4Variance explained by AGE ., 9.6% (8.0%)

Male $24027 $22993 1910

Female "14780 18770 . 495

% of total variance.explained by SEX . 9.0% (1.4%)

RACE,
.

White $22449 $22317 2243 °

Black 16191
.
21086 100

, Other 19927 16816
,

62

% of total variance explained by RACE .. 1.0% LS%) aN

TOTAL SAMPLE
.,

Mean _ $22124
c

Median 18612

Standard Deviation 12620

% of variancs explained by al) control variables 44.1%

SIGNUICANCE QF F
.

For-eaCh vartable: Occupation, Location, Age, Sex: Race p (.01

1The Adjusted Wan is the group mean that would be expected without the effects
of the other four control variables.

Motel "% of total viriante explained" (eta squared) refers to the 'proportion
of the total sample variance that can be explained by the control vari-
able. The value in parentheses Mfers to the proportion of variance due
uniquely to the control variable'(i.e., Variance which cannot be explained

by one Of the other control variables).

J
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/Interestin# to note for their aPparently smell effects on earnings4in

the sample are variOles RACE and SEX. From this information:it seems more

likely that. Blacks in te ,samp.le have lower actual earnings due rather to age

or tO Occupational group choice of which admittedly may-have been influ-

enced by l'..aoe) than directly to RACE. The earnings of Blacks without the

iti,

effects of the other four control variables (see'Adjusted Mean) are only
.

about WOO 6elow thoSe of Whites? Atowever,, the 'adjusted mean earnings of

"Other" (nOn-White: non-Black)/reS'psondents ar substantially lower (by $5500)-

than those of Whites. The fact that this group $s relatively small in relation

to the total sample masks its impact-on total variance but it is readily appar-

)

ent that diTferences in earnin9s are. associated with mem6rship

nonspecific racial category.

For the variable SEX, the difference between the adjusted means for each

r sex is $3512. This difference is not nearly-as great as the almost $10,000

difference between te actual means for males and females. The reduction in

salary differences by sex reflected'in adjusted means Would Nicate that

other control variables (most probably OCCUPATION and AGE) impact strongly on

the respective earnings bf men and woken.

One issue raised by those concerned with.the level of college faculty

salaries is a belief that professionals employed in comparable jobs in

industry and government receive higher salaries than do academics. Since

this concern is most frequently voiced about academic scientists and engineers,
///

ah attempt was made in this study to compare reported earnings for scientists

- and engineers in academic and onacademic'settings. The resulq Of this

comparison arefresented in Table 5.

As indicated in the table, t

k
e difference in tARNINGS accounted for by

t.

employment in academic versus
nonatademic'settings is not statistically Significant.

A
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When the variables, AGE, RACE,.SEX, anti LOCATION are considere%s

control vardables in an analysy of variance in which fhe flfth control
i

variable comOries academic and nonacademic scientists and engineers-, there

is slfghtlj, more difference between the 'adjusted earnings of the two jroups

'than is apparent from the unadjusted means in' Table 5. In other words, whdn

the control variables pre-held constant, academic scientistS and engineers

have an adjusted mean earnings which is about $2000 less than that for

scientists and endimers. Despite this increas_ed difference in eaOilings

between the two groups, the diffei-ence is still not statistically signigicant.

I.

4

2Table 5

Comparison of EARNINGrofipcientists and Engineers by-
Academic and Nonacadenlic Sourns of Employment,

Mean- Adjusted Mean1 N

Nonacademtc f557 s 22745 226

Academic 21548 20744 53

Significance of F p->.A (NS) v>.05 (NS)
oe

1 The Adjusted Mean-represents the effects of nonacademic/academic

sourte of employment With the effects of AGE, RACE, SEX, and -

LOCATION Held constant.

Note: The definition of "Scientists and Engineers" corresponds to

that adopted in Characteristics of Experienced Scientists

and Engineers (Nsr% 1976)',.with the exclus on Of all Social

TElentists.

The NSF study (1976) includes in its compariSon of nOn cademic and.` IS

Eicademic salaries of scientists and engineers the salaries of social scientists.'

A comparable comparison, was made using CPS data and..the results are sho,wn in

Table 6. Again, the differene in actual mean salarie's between the groups is

not statistically significant.
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When eargings of scientists engineers, and social scientists are analyzed

with tht var:iales AGE, SEX, RACE, and LOCATION controlled,:the diffirence

btween:tik resulting ladjuste4 meanqartilings shown iriTable 6 is $2097-, The

.urtique variance accounted fQ:r by the academic versus nonacademie sourqps,of

*
employment is Only 1.28t,'but this difference is statistically significant

.

.. %

0

(I) .01)'

II

TaUe 6

ComOarison ofEARNINGS of Scientists, Engt9pery and Social
Sfientistby Academic and Nonacadem4:-SmIrrces 'of Employment

Apan ft Ad/usted Mean1

Nonacademic .

,

Academic

Significance of F
,

.' 21801

'20615

p .05 (4S).'

22090 ..

19993

p.. ,01

282

<tf

1
The Adjusted Mean represents the effects of nonacademic/academic
source of employment with the effects of AGE, RACE, SEX, and
fLOCATION held constant.

1
Note: The definitiOn of "Scientjsts, Engineers and Social Scientists"

corresponds to that adopted in Characteristics of Experienced
Scientists and Engineers (NSF, 1976. ): ,

DISCUSSION

College faculty as a group earn on the average an income that is slightly

.below the mean earnings of the total sample of professional occupations. When-'
t

'earnings are adjuSted to reflect the specific effects Of OCCUPATION (controlling

for AGE, s'EAR LOCATION, and RACE) college facult; earn'-about $600'less than

university and school administrators, and sdlnewhat less than nonacademic social

sciehtists and sscientists. It is difficult to generalize the .comparability-of
.1 n v 4

college faculty with other occupations beyond these superficial observations

but the data would indicate that for,an overall comparison of professional earn-.),
. .

ings, college faculty are witered close to tpe totiq group's mean earnings.
s

13
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On a more specific levelwhen _the earnings of academic and nonacademic

scientists and eng4ers are compared, little differenca in mean earnings is
r

apparent. would appear from.these results that faculty scientists and

engineers can earn academic incomes which are comparable to those fornon-
,

. IF
PlacadeTic6cientifir positfons.-

A slightly different result is found when nonacademic and academic

social scientists are added to.the initial group of scientists and engineers:

1
While this comparison does result in a statistically significant difference

5

id' earnings due to source of employment (nonacademic yersus academic), the

variance accounted for.in earnings is only 1.28%. ,It is difficultjo state

that academic scientists'incomes fall short of those in nonacademic sectors

based upon the'Fall amount of variance indicated.

ly, this study has found the earnings of college facult4 to be

in keeping with the earnings of other professional persons having similar

educational back rounds. Furthermore, there is little in this study that

would indicate'that the nonacademic occupational groups4which are frequently

compared with faculty scientists, engineers, and'social scientists actually

do earn incomes different e iugh from those of comparable academics to wrant

the concern so frequently vo y faculty and their supporters. Admittedly,

the earnings reported by faculty to the CPS survey are likely to include

suppleffiental earnirigs as well as basic salary income. If this'is true, it

would seem that salch income does tend to more closely balance the earnings of- .

(science-related) faculty with respect to the earnings of nonacademic scientists,

engineers, and social $cientists.

veP
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